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Zhao Zhuo struggled to get up at this time, already hating these two dog man and
woman, crazy in his heart.

Unexpectedly, they dare to flirt and scold at this time. How d*mn shameless? Do they
take him seriously?

Originally, he had accumulated countless negative energy, and seeing that the whole
person was about to collapse, he ran to Juan to talk to her and find some comfort.

Unexpectedly, before arriving at Juan’s house, he was ridiculed by the taxi driver and
kicked, and he was forced to knock him several heads.

This brought his mood to the edge of almost collapse.

But he did not expect that a bigger bomb would be behind, and he did not expect that
his beloved woman would betray him!

When he thought of this, he was completely crazy.

Now he doesn’t think about it anymore, what should he do with the 500,000 usury?
Can’t think about what to do if you are beaten today or humiliated today.

The only thing he thought about now was to make the couple pay the price.

So he crawled to the kitchen and took a sharp knife that was boneless, ready to kill the
b!tch and the man.



At this time, the fat man Benj had also put on his pants and walked out of the bedroom.
What he thought was to get rid of that d*mn Zhao Zhuo.

As soon as he arrived at the door, he found that Zhao Zhuo had disappeared. He
thought that this kid should have escaped in anger. He was about to go back and said to
Juan. He suddenly felt a sharp pain in his back.

At this time, Zhao Zhuo had already inserted the sharp knife into his back.

Then Zhao Zhuo drew out the knife, pushed the fat man to the ground, and rushed into
the bedroom.

In the bedroom at this time, Juan was not wearing any clothes, but lying on the bed
waiting for the fat man Benj to return.

After all, the two hadn’t finished their work just now, they were suddenly interrupted by
Zhao Zhuo. She was still waiting for her lover to drive Zhao Zhuo away before coming
back and continuing with her.

But she never expected that the person who stepped forward at this time turned out to
be Zhao Zhuo, and he also held a knife in his hand.

Juan was so scared that she hurriedly jumped to the corner wrapped in a quilt, and said
in a panic: “Zhao Zhuo, what are you going to do?!”

“Me?” Zhao Zhuo gritted his teeth and cursed: “You betrayed me, I want your life!”

Juan said coldly: “I tell you not to be foolish. If something happens to me, the police will
not let you go!”

Zhao Zhuo smiled miserably: “My life has been ruined. I originally expected you to give
me the last light. It is you who really pushed me down the abyss!”

After that, Zhao Zhuo gritted his teeth and said: “You want to completely destroy me,
then I will completely destroy you before I am destroyed!”

Juan was so frightened that she knew that Zhao Zhuo’s expression was not joking with
herself!



So she hurriedly shouted: “Mr. Benj, Mr. Benj, save me, Mr. Benj!”

Zhao Zhuo smiled and said: “Mr. Benj has been stabbed to death by me, now it’s your
turn!”

Juan saw that the sharp knife in his hand was full of blood!

She was about to collapse, crying and said to Zhao Zhuo: “Zhao Zhuo, I beg you to
forgive me, I really didn’t mean to betray you, you love me so much, are you willing to
hurt me?”

Zhao Zhuo sneered and said: “I’m sorry, I don’t love you anymore. I don’t even love
myself or the world anymore! So, I must make you pay, let you know, bully Anyone can
do it, don’t bully honest people!”

After speaking, Zhao Zhuo rushed to her front.

Juan shouted in despair, but then her shout stopped abruptly.

The sharp knife in Zhao Zhuo’s hand has already been inserted into her heart…

Seeing Juan’s silence, Zhao Zhuo was stunned for about 5 minutes.
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Five minutes later, he took out his cell phone and dialed 110: “Hello, I want to
surrender.”

The other party hurriedly asked: “What’s wrong with you? Why do you want to
surrender?”

Zhao Zhuo said blankly: “I just killed someone…”

When the other party heard this, he blurted out and asked, “Where are you now? Are
people dead?”



“Dead!” Zhao Zhuo glanced at Juan again, and then slowly reported the address of
Juan’s home.

Ten minutes later, two police cars and a 120 drove to the door of Juan’s house almost at
the same time.

The police rushed in with the doctor, first controlled Zhao Zhuo, handcuffed him, and
then asked the doctor to check the conditions of the two victims.

The doctor quickly concluded that both victims were dead.

The police immediately took Zhao Zhuo into the police car and formally arrested him.

Zhao Zhuo, who was sitting in the police car, had a very indifferent expression. He knew
that his life had been ruined anyway, and it didn’t matter whether he was alive or dead.

Although his expression is very indifferent, his heart still hurts uncomfortably.

He suffered all his life, and has loved countless people with inferiority, but no one really
loves him.

He once thought that Juan was the only person in the world who loved him. Why is
that? He desperately wants to save money, give the future mother-in-law enough money
as a gift, and marry Juan as his wife.

It was for this purpose that he desperately gave all of his belongings, together with the
500,000 loan usury, to Jiang Ming.

But it wasn’t until the moment when he opened the bedroom door that he really realized
that no one had loved him in his life.

As the saying goes, grief is greater than death.

Now Zhao Zhuo’s heart is completely dead.

……

Charlie had just arrived home not long ago.



Seeing him coming back, Claire hurriedly asked him, “You went out early today to help
the orphanage find children?”

Charlie asked curiously: “How do you know?”

Claire said: “It has been spread all over the Internet. I knew that when I saw the news,
you must have gone out for this matter.”

Charlie nodded and said, “I also organized several friends to find them, but I didn’t
expect a mysterious person to send the children back. It was a false alarm.”

He said this because he was afraid that his wife would think more about it. If his wife
thought that the he was behind the scenes, she might have opinions on him.

After all, although he didn’t personally kill people today, he also commanded and killed
many sc*ms.

Thinking of this, Charlie looked at Claire, deliberately trying to test her tone and attitude,
so he said: “I also watched the video today. It’s scary. So many people died.”

Claire nodded and said, “It’s a bit scary, but seeing those b@stards of the beggar gang
have been punished, I feel very relieved, because I have seen many posts on the
Internet exposing the behavior of the beggars. Helping people is really bad. They have
killed so many children. It’s really not a pity to die.”

Charlie nodded in agreement.

The reason why he asked Issac’s men to deal with the beggars and human traffickers
was also because they deserved to die.

At this moment, Charlie suddenly received a push.

“This city has just cracked an intentional homicide case, and the suspect has been
captured on the spot!”

At this time, in the WeChat group of the orphanage, someone of members: “Something
happened to Zhao Zhuo! He killed someone and was taken away by the police! The
news has been broadcasted all over!”
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Charlie only knew that the news just now was about Zhao Zhuo.

Today the WeChat group of the orphanage completely exploded.

Everyone dare not imagine that everyone was eating together yesterday, and today two
friends from the orphanage died.

Jiang Ming was the first to die. Everyone knew what he had done, so they felt that he
was dead.

But no one thought that Zhao Zhuo, who had always liked to take advantage of others,
would become a murderer.

And what he killed turned out to be his girlfriend and his girlfriend’s lover!

Xiaofen sent a tearful expression in the group and said, “Why is this person Zhao Zhuo
unable to think so? Even if his girlfriend betrayed him, he shouldn’t have done such
extreme behavior!”

Others said: “Hey, although I usually hate Zhao Zhuo, I think he is quite pitiful now. He
was poking his heart out to his girlfriend, but he didn’t expect the other party to treat him
like that.”

Another said: “Zhao Zhuo killed two people, will he be shot?”

“The news said that he surrendered himself, he should be treated with leniency? He
didn’t murder for money or other purposes, but because his girlfriend cheated in front of
him. It is estimated that the court judged will sympathize a little bit!”

“Hey, the high probability is the death penalty, and the small probability is the death
sentence with a reprieve. But even with a reprieve, his life is over.”

Xiaofen sighed: “Aunt Lena also learned about the news just now. She seemed to be
very injured and locked herself in the room and didn’t want to come out.”



Seeing this, Charlie felt a little distressed for Aunt Lena.

Regardless of whether these children grow up, they are good or bad, but these children
are brought up by Aunt Lena.

Everyone is like her child, and she lost two children today.

Charlie, who had not spoken all the time, said in the group at this time: “Xiaofen, do you
want us to see Aunt Lena?”

Xiaofen said: “No need Charlie, let Aunt Lena be quiet for a while.”

“Alright…” Charlie couldn’t help sighing.

He did not expect that Zhao Zhuo would end in such a way.

Although this person is annoying, he is really pitiful.

Most of the time why people are fooled is because they are greedy.

Therefore, he shut down all WeChat accounts of the orphanage, and today he no longer
wants to hear related information.

……

At this moment, the worst family in the world is the Wu family.

The Wu family was scolded as a dead dog on the Internet, and was frantically
condemned by netizens across China. The scolding became more and more intense,
and there was no intention to stop.

More importantly, the fact that they spent money to find the PR managers was
completely exposed. This is just worse, and the people of the whole country hate the
Wu family even more.

The Old Master of the Wu family, his whole being angry, almost lost his breath. He took
a big rescue measure to save his life, but he was already in a deep coma.



Yaqina, Regnar’s wife, was emotionally broken because she learned that her younger
brother and his wife were dead, and that his family was dead. She smashed everything
that could be smashed in the room.
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Regnar didn’t have the time to manage Yaqina at this time. At this time, instead of
feeling sorry for her, who was emotionally broken, he hated her very much.

Because if it weren’t for her, if it wasn’t her d*mn brother, how could the Wu family
encounter such a big credibility crisis? !

It doesn’t matter if this d*mn Nanshan is dead, it is very likely that the Wu family will lose
more than half of their assets. In that case, the Wu family will no longer be the first
family in the region.

Moreover, the nature of this incident is really too bad. It is estimated that the people of
the whole country will never forget this incident for a while, so for a long time to come,
the Wu family will become hateful dogs in this world.

Worse still, the Wu family’s business will definitely be affected very far-reachingly. It is
possible that for a long time to come, the Wu family’s assets will continue to shrink.

It is very likely that the Wu family will be reduced to a second-rate family.

The saddest thing is that Regnar has nothing to do with this.

He was already exhausted.

Because the most feared thing is to incite the anger of the people.

If one day the Wade Family also had a sc*m, and the people across the country hated it,
then the Wade Family would not be able to recover.

Therefore, at this moment, the helms of large families across the country sighed deep in
their hearts: “We must keep in mind the mistakes and lessons learned by the Wu family
this time. Today’s Wu family has done a great job to all large families across the
country.”



At this moment, Regnar has given up his reputation for saving the Wu family.

He is full of resentment now, and only thinks about one thing, which is to seek revenge
on Charlie.

Roger ran over to him and said, “Dad, the Eight Heavenly Kings have replied. They said
they only obeyed Grandpa’s arrangements, and other people’s orders were useless to
them.”

Regnar hurriedly asked, “Did the doctor say when your grandpa can wake up?”

Roger shook his head: “The doctor said that he couldn’t judge for a while. Grandpa had
a serious stroke this time.”

Regnar frowned: “If the Eight Great Heavenly Kings do not come out, I am afraid that I
will not be able to snatch the father and son back from Changbai Mountain…”

Roger said: “But we continue to wait like this, I don’t know when Grandpa will wake up.”

After that, Roger said again: “In my opinion, let’s send some second-rate masters to try
it out first. We will send a few more people this time.”

Regnar thought for a moment, then lightly nodded and said, “It’s not a way to wait. If
that’s the case, send someone there first.”

Roger said at this time: “Dad, actually I don’t quite understand why you are looking for
these enemies of Charlie? In my opinion, these people are all rags. How can you expect
them to kill Charlie?”

Regnar said indifferently: “Last time we underestimated the enemy, so we suffered such
a big loss. This time, we must first stabilize and observe for a while later, first find some
cannon fodder, and help us test.”

After speaking, Regnar said again: “The two armies should not expose their main force
in advance. Instead, they should find some cannon fodder and go to the opponent’s
position to test it. Once the opponent fires, we can find the opponent’s firepower point.
Where, then we will unplug the opponent’s firepower point, so that if the army is
overwhelmed, the opponent will undoubtedly die.”



“Otherwise, if we send the main force directly, what if we are destroyed by the
opponent’s firepower first? Wouldn’t we be taken away by a wave?”

Roger nodded, “Dad, I understand what you mean.”

Regnar hummed, and said, “Since you are looking for cannon fodder, you must find
someone who has hatred with the other party. Because of this cannon fodder, he will be
desperate and dash forward not afraid of death. The family’s Horiyah who was sent to
the black coal kiln, Fredmen who couldn’t do anything, and even those who had been
beaten in the face by Charlie before, are all excellent candidates for cannon fodder!”

After that, he asked Roger: “Have the people who are ment to save Horiyah set off?”

Roger hurriedly said: “They have set off!”
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In the past period of time, Horiyah has lived like years.

She is the eldest daughter-in-law of the Willson family, so she has never suffered. On
the contrary, Horiyah’s life was also very good during the years when the Willson family
was successful.

So Horiyah didn’t dare to say that it was a lifetime of fine clothes and food, but it was
also a good life. Now she has been reduced to mining coal day and night in the black
coal kiln. This kind of life is more painful than h*ll.

However, Horiyah was the one who had the most comfortable life among the same
group of people sent to the black coal kiln by Charlie.

Those men, who are now being tortured, are not like human beings. They have to work
fifteen or six hours in the black coal kiln every day, and they are hungry and skinny.

The old Qian Lian had a hard time, because she was ugly and didn’t like the supervisor,
so her daily routine and work were no different from those men.



Horiyah is a little better because she herself is a woman. She looks good and maintains
well. Although she is a little older, she still has the charm, which is really unique in the
eyes of the supervisor.

As a result, Horiyah became the c0ncubine of the black coal kiln supervisor, doing all
she could to wait for the dirty supervisor every night, which made her life easier.

At least she doesn’t have to do so much work, and she can take more time to rest. More
importantly, she eats better than others.

But even so, this kind of life is still extremely torture for Horiyah.

Although the supervisor has the supreme status and right to speak in the black coal kiln,
plainly speaking, he is a bad Old Master in the countryside, very sloppy, and does not
pay attention to personal hygiene, sometimes he does not take a bath in two weeks.

But Horiyah has no choice but to resist the nausea to please him and cater to him.

At night, Horiyah had just finished serving the supervisor and came out of the brick
house in disorder.

Horiyah still holds a plastic basin in her hand. Although the supervisor does not like to
take a bath, wash his face, or brush his teeth, he likes to soak his feet every day, and as
long as he soaks feet, Horiyah will help him. She washes his feet.

Every time Horiyah washes his feet with a basin of clean water, the basin is dark after
washing.

Thinking of his foul-smelling feet, Horiyah shed tears of grievance.

That b@stard overseer, who didn’t know anything about cleanliness, made her feel pain
everywhere now.

Her original delicate skin gradually became rough in this dusty and coal dust
environment.

Such a day is almost like h*ll, and don’t know if there is any chance to leave this blind
place in her life.



Horiyah carried the basin and headed to the boiling water room, just to see Lian’s family
with dark faces, beside the coal pile, carrying baskets of coal into the coal pile.

Lian looked at her, full of hatred and jealousy.

In her opinion, if it weren’t for Horiyah, this stinky lady, who was pulling herself to Elaine,
she would not have fallen into this kind of place.


